Conjugation of fluorescent dyes to proteins -a prerequisite for the study of conformational dynamics by single molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) -can lead to substantial changes of the dye's photophysical properties, ultimately biasing the quantitative determination of inter-dye distances. In particular the popular cyanine dyes and their derivatives, which are by far the most used dyes in smFRET experiments, exhibit such behavior. To overcome this, a general strategy to site-specifically equip proteins with FRET pairs by chemo-selective reactions using two distinct non-canonical amino acids simultaneously incorporated through genetic code expansion in Escherichia coli was developed. Applied to human NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR), the importance of homogenously labeled samples for accurate determination of FRET efficiencies was demonstrated. Furthermore, the effect of NADP + on the ionic strength dependent modulation of the conformational equilibrium of CPR was unveiled. Given its generality and accuracy, the presented methodology establishes a new benchmark to decipher complex molecular dynamics on single molecules. A detailed experimental description of template generation, protein expression, protein purification, protein labeling, cytochrome c reduction assay, quantum yield determination, smFRET measurements and data analysis, modeling of CPR open conformation, curve fitting, calculation of Förster radius and total distances, supplementary figures, supplementary tables and gene and protein sequences is available in the supplementary material.
MAIN TEXT
Numerous biophysical methods can be used to analyze proteins and derive detailed structural information. Albeit their immense power for supporting structural biology, most of these approaches do not resolve the structural dynamics occurring in individual molecules under physiological conditions, a prerequisite for linking conformational information to biochemical function 1 . In particular, conformational transitions may be averaged out using ensemble-based methods, thereby impairing the elucidation of potential short-lived intermediate conformations.
For example, large structural reorientations occurring below the ms timescale have been observed for the human NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR) using a variety of different biophysical methods. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] CPR is a paradigmatic diflavin reductase, localized at the endoplasmic reticulum, where it transfers electrons from NADPH to a variety of acceptors including P450 enzymes and plays a major role in essential physiological processes such as drug, steroid and fatty acid metabolism. 7 CPR alternates between a locked, compact state, competent for electron transfer between its two flavin cofactors, bound to distinct FMN and FAD/NADPH domains, and an unlocked, open state, allowing electron transfer to acceptors (Figure 1 ). In the unlocked state, CPR has been described to experience a large relative conformational freedom of the two flavin binding domains around its flexible hinge segment. 5 The first evidences of these structural rearrangements were provided by crystal structures of a mutant lacking 4 residues in the hinge region 8 and a human:yeast chimera. 9 Single molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) allows for monitoring fast structural changes in proteins by reporting on distances in the range of 2-10 nm at nanosecond to minute timescales. 1 Nevertheless, smFRET measurements require the site-specific attachment of two organic dyes to the protein-of-interest. The photophysical properties of dyes are sensitive to their physicochemical environment, leading to altered quantum yields (QY) and fluorescence lifetimes, 10 which in turn impact the determination of FRET efficiencies (for details see Supporting Information). However, these parameters can be experimentally determined, allowing for accurate calculation of transfer efficiencies and inter-dye distances provided that only one type of doubly labeled species is present in the sample. 11 In contrast, such a precise correction remains impossible when proteins have been randomly labeled using only one chemical reaction, as each dye will have two different chemical environments affecting its photophysical properties.
Site-specific incorporation of ncAAs into proteins is possible using stop codon suppression mediated by orthogonal translation systems (OTS) [12] [13] [14] [15] 11 Here, we present a strategy for the accurate assessment of conformational dynamics in proteins by smFRET, exemplified on the soluble form of human CPR. As human CPR contains multiple surface exposed cysteines, one of them being critical for catalysis, 16 we decided to employ a more general labeling strategy comprising two uniquely reactive non-canonical amino acids (ncAAs) followed by subsequent selective fluorescent modification using two bioorthogonal chemistries.
In contrast to previous studies, 14 Based on structures of CPR in a locked (PDB ID 5FA6) and a potential maximally extended state (derived from PDB ID 3FJO, see methods section), surface exposed residues Q160 in the FMN and K671 in the FAD domain were selected for incorporation of ncAAs ( Figure 1 ). Inter-residue distances were estimated to be ~30 Å and ~85 Å for the two conformations, leading to a large FRET efficiency change given the reported Förster radius of 50-55 Å for the Cy3:Cy5 pair. 18 Additionally, T299 served as a constant FRET control in combination with K671, as no change in the inter-residue distance was predicted during the FMN domain movement.
Initial attempts to utilize the previously developed pUltraII system 12 for co-expression of the two OTSs failed to produce soluble sCPR (data not shown). Thus, a novel vector was designed (pRQ101), harboring one cassette for each of the OTSs constructed on the basis of the previously described enhanced pEVOL system. 19 This novel suppression vector allows for an independent induction of the synthetases, thereby enabling a gentle expression of sCPR, obtained through transcriptional leakage of the lac promoter in the absence of IPTG. In this way, a set of functional sCPR variants harboring one or both ncAAs at varying positions was produced at yields comparable to previous studies 14 Table S1 ). The degree of double labeling was thus estimated to be around 50-60%
( Supplementary Table S1 ). Labeled samples of sCPR showed little differences in electron transfer activity (Figure 2c ), that were consistent within all doubly labeled constructs and similar to batch-to-batch differences routinely observed between biological replicates. 9, 20 Even more importantly, the functional behavior of labeled sCPR variants in response to different NaCl concentrations with a maximal activity at ~500 mM was retained (Figure 2c and Supplementary Figure S7 ).
The photophysical behavior of the popular cyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5 is known to be influenced by their local environment. 10 Accordingly, we generated two variants of sCPR in which the positions of donor and acceptor dyes were reversed (Figure 3 , sCPR 160Cy3,671Cy5 and sCPR 160Cy5,671Cy3 ) and evaluated the established FRET system by collecting data of freely diffusing single molecules on a homemade confocal setup using alternating pulsed laser excitation (ALEX/PIE). 21 Distance determination in smFRET experiments depends on the correct determination of the fluorophores quantum yields (Φ F ). Indeed, the D-A distance (R) is calculated in a FRET experiment using the following equation, where two terms depend on Φ F :
Firstly, the Forster radius R 0 depends on the donor QY !,! as follows:
where ! is the orientation factor, the medium index of refraction and the spectral overlap integral (in cm -1. M -1. nm 4 ).
Secondly, the transfer efficiency E is measured in a ratiometric smFRET experiment using: (Figure 3 ). However, thanks to our orthogonal labeling strategy, we generated four singly labeled constructs and calculated the individual, position specific, donor and acceptor quantum yields ( Supplementary   Table S2 ). Accounting for these differences, the corrected FRET efficiency distributions turned out to be nearly identical for sCPR 160Cy3,671Cy5 and sCPR 160Cy5,671Cy3 , underlining the value of the presented approach for acquisition of accurate smFRET data (Figure 3 , E corrected ).
Previous work had shown that the efficiency of cytochrome c reduction by sCPR is directly related to the conformational equilibrium, which can be modulated by ionic strength. 3, 5 Accordingly, the FRET efficiencies of the sCPR 160Cy3,671Cy5 variant decreased with increasing concentrations of NaCl (Figure 4a ). This corresponds to an increase of the average inter-dye distance and thus a shift of the equilibrium in favor of the unlocked state. We validated this interpretation using two constructs:
first, the sCPR 160Cy5,671Cy3 , for which the two dyes are inverted, displayed a similar salt-dependent shift of the FRET distribution as expected (data not shown). Second, the aforementioned sCPR 299Cy3,671Cy5 variant showed no inter-dye distance changes in response to ionic strength variations ( Supplementary Table S3 and Figure S8 ).
We noted that in all cases, the width of the FRET efficiency distributions were wider than what would be predicted for a single donor-acceptor distance, taking into account the distribution broadening due to photon shot noise. This effect is particularly visible at conditions above physiological ionic strength (≥500 mM), and could point to the presence of multiple conformations in the unlocked state, interconverting in the ms timescale, in accordance with previous SAXS, NMR 5 and smFRET data. 24 Several studies have provided evidence for a closing of sCPR induced by its oxidized substrate NADP + . 2, 25, 26 For comparison we fitted the smFRET data obtained in the presence and absence of 500 µM NADP + to a previously developed saltdependent two state model of the conformational equilibrium. 5 In the presence of NADP + a shift of the mid-point transition to higher NaCl was observed ( Figure 4b ).
However, the overall distribution of FRET efficiencies remained strikingly similar when compared to data obtained in the absence of NADP + (Figure 4c ). Notably, a maximal average distance of 57 Å of the two dyes was calculated in the unlocked state at 1 M NaCl, which was only slightly reduced to 53 Å when NADP + was present. Altogether, NADP + binding seems not to be sufficient to close the sCPR structure per se, but rather shifts the mid-point of the conformational equilibrium to stabilize the locked state and has no general effect on the distribution of potential conformational subpopulations. Physiologically, the ionic strength is equivalent to about 170 mM NaCl, and the reported NADP + concentration is around 5 µM (100 times lower than the one we used). 27 We can thus hypothesize that the shift in the equilibrium induced by the oxidized cofactor on oxidized CPR is probably minor under physiological conditions.
In this study, we presented a general strategy for the domain-selective equipment of Although a variety of biophysical methods have been applied to study the domain movements in CPR, 2, 4, 5, 25, 26, 28, 29 the newly established FRET system offers a valuable complementation as it enables studying single molecules at timescales inaccessible by other methods within complex biological environments. With the fast pace of technical and methodological advances we envision that this system will provide new insights into the structural dynamics of CPR as a prototypical diflavin reductase but also help to assess, with a very high precision, the potential roles of cofactors binding on the structural transitions. As such, CPR can be considered as a model for multidomain proteins exhibiting large and fast conformational transitions. 
